Transport Canada response to Court Case “the start to transferring liability to public”

In Swanson and Peever v. Canada ((1991) 124 N.R. 218), Canada paid compensation to the
families of those killed in the crash of an airplane owned by Wapiti Aviation. Transport Canada
was well aware of Wapiti’s past safety violations but did not take sufficient measures to force
Wapiti to correct its system. There was evidence that a Transport Canada inspector had warned
his superiors about “total disregard for regulations, rights of others and safety of passengers” and
said also that without intervention, “we are virtually certain to be faced with a fatality”.
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EDMONTON - The final lawsuit, worth $4 million, related to the 1984 plane crash that killed
former Alberta NDP leader Grant Notley will go to federal court in Edmonton on Monday.
Notley and five others died in the crash on Oct. 14, when 24-year-old rookie pilot Eric Vogel,
employed by the airline Wapiti Aviation Ltd., flew a twin engine Piper Chieftan into trees while
attempting to land in snowy weather at High Prairie.
Four people, including the pilot, survived.
Wapiti Aviation Ltd. alleges the defendants, including Transport Canada's regional director of
aviation regulation at the time, Donald Davidson, mistreated the company.
"For a period in excess of four years (they) acted with prejudice, malice and oppression towards
the plaintiff company and its shareholders with the clear intention to force the plaintiff to cease
operations," reads the amended statement of claim, filed May 14, 1986. It continues: "As a result
of the defendants' action the plaintiff has suffered loss of present and future business. The
plaintiff alleges that the actions by the defendant Davidson were malicious with a view to
destroying the plaintiff's reputation, business and ability to earn a livelihood."
None of the allegations have been proven in court. The defendants deny the allegations in a
three-page statement of defence.
The company was mired in controversy for years after the crash, voluntarily cancelling its
commercial operating certificate, only to later reapply.
In 1991, three federal appeal court judges ruled the accident would not have happened if
Transport Canada had properly enforced aviation safety regulations.
The judges agreed with an earlier Federal Court decision that blamed the crash equally on Wapiti
Airlines, pilot Eric Vogel and Transport Canada.
The judgment slammed the Grande Prairie-based airline, owned by Delbert and Dale Wells, for
repeated breaches of the rules.
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Transport Canada knew pilots were pressured to fly "regardless of weather conditions and
equipment maintenance," and that "pilots who objected to unsafe conditions were generally
fired," the judgment said.
At least four Wapiti pilots had complained to Transport Canada about safety conditions before
the crash.
The judgment also said Transport Canada did nothing to stop the unsafe practices at the airline,
even after a report by one of its own inspectors warned that a fatal crash was inevitable unless
something was done.
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